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The exhibition Horizon Swell at Fons Welters consists of an installation of six photographs that act as
ominous guards paying tribute to the audience as
they enter the gallery. What excactly is celebrated,
seems at first glance hidden and despite their exuberant colors not joyful.
They are photographs of surfers at the beach, apparantly shot in black and white upon which superimposed blotches of color are visible. These
circles of color appear on all the photographs and
are comprised of the same palette of colors fuscia,
orange and chartruse. Their shapes are rarely perfectly round and are mostly elongated into ellipsis.
On some of the images only two out of three colors
can be seen, sometimes just one. The scenes of the
surfers vary from a panoramic shot to images of a
single surfer. But each time a horizon line is broken
by a cresting wave visible, as a white, swilling band.
As a whole the entire image superficially seems to
refer to a sixties/seventies visual idiom in which
with the use of filters creating a layer effect refers
to a form of Psychedelic experience or as a visual
idiom referring to the surfer and surfer culture in

those heady beginning days of a liberated beatnikand hippy generation. An era in which the extra
space as promise made its entrance. Yet the images
are too detached for that: the images are too sharp,
there is too little grain, the spectrum is too level.
The use of color: fluorescent yellow-green, orange
and purple is too shrill.
With these characteristics the images are suddenly
transferred/shifted over to the cool eighties candyand neon aesthetics of Miami Vice and Duran Duran.
After inquirying with the artist it became clear that
the base of the images is not made out of black and
white photos. He has produced these effects and
affects by a kind of choreagrapy of colored filters,
normally used to light film sets, dancing in front
of the camera lens causing a good deal of color information to deliberately disappear. Large swaths
of space where once there had been color are now
emptied of it leaving instead a grey sea. This fact
turns the previous meaning of the images completely around: suddenly everything is to be understood as a result of manipulation and within the
conceptual framework of an investigation into the
process of image construction. Although in this
case that construction concerns the production
gone wrong. Afterall one also wonders if the photographs were processed correctly or if the films

had been left in the hot sun where it had become
disturbed.
Suddenly no more free space is left that previously
sprung from the image and had respresented a kind
of freedom and autonomy of movement. Instead
the surfer is wrapped up in the comprehensivity of
the modus of representation and texture of the totality that we call reality today infused as it is by the
effects of Neo liberal Capital.. The old age promise
of freedom, including up until this era enduring
contemporary equivalent of it, is restricted within
this stage setting. Neil Young meets Houellebecq.
According to Neidich this all comprehensive world
consists of the all consuming systematics of the
neoliberal ideology that adapts human flexibility and creativity to its own needs. Even without
this ideological interpretation a stifling picture is
presented by these images. An image that urgently
calls for new surfers and a new horizon.
Warren Neidich is an American artist who altenately lives and works in Los Angeles and Berlin.
His work addresses the relation between representation and the formation of cultural systems and
history.

